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Predicting and improving smart mobility: a
robust model-based approach to the BikeMi BSS
Prevedere e migliorare la mobilita` smart: un approccio
robusto di classiﬁcazione applicato a BikeMi
Andrea Cappozzo, Francesca Greselin and Giancarlo Manzi
Abstract Bike Sharing Systems play a central role in what is identiﬁed to be one
of the six pillars of a Smart City: smart mobility. Motivated by a freely available
dataset, we discuss the employment of two robust model-based classiﬁers for pre-
dicting the occurrence of situations in which a bike station is either empty or full,
thus possibly creating demand loss and customer dissatisfaction. Experiments on
BikeMi stations located in the central area of Milan are provided to underline the
beneﬁts of the proposed methods.
Abstract I sistemi di Bike Sharing giocano un ruolo centrale nella mobilita` sosteni-
bile, uno dei sei pilastri che indentiﬁcano una Smart City. Motivati da un set di
dati disponibile online, questo lavoro presenta l’utilizzo di due modelli di classiﬁ-
cazione robusta per prevedere il manifestarsi di situazioni in cui una bike station sia
piena e/o vuota, cosı` creando perdita di domanda ed insoddisfazione nei clienti. Es-
perimenti di classiﬁcazione sulle stazioni BikeMi nel centro di Milano evidenziano
l’efﬁcacia dei metodi proposti.
Key words: Bike Sharing System, Smart Mobility, Impartial Trimming, Robust
Classiﬁcation
1 Motivating problem
The world’s population forecast is estimated to reach 9 billions in the upcoming
years, with up to 66% of the total humankind living in urbanized areas [6]. The
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urban ecosystem devoted to accommodate such a huge proportion of the future pop-
ulation will most likely be a smart city: a new metropolitan vision that integrates
information and communications technology (ICT) and physical infrastructure, en-
compassing every municipality aspect: from mobility to architecture, infrastructure
and power supply management [7]. Particularly, six pillars identify and assess the
concept of “smartness” in such context: economy, people, governance, environment,
living and mobility [12].
The present work will focus on sustainable mobility and speciﬁcally on the anal-
ysis of the BikeMi bike sharing system (BSS) in Milan, as an environmental friendly
complement to public and private transports, with the ﬁnal aim of assessing and pos-
sibly improving the service. It is well known that BSS with docking stations users
identify ﬁnding an available bicycle and a parking slot as the two most critical prob-
lems in their biking experience [4]. By employing a robust classiﬁcation model we
try to predict whether and when these problems might occur, identifying some useful
insights that may be of use in subsequently planning manual bicycle repositioning.
The rest of the manuscript is organized as follows: in Section 2 the main char-
acteristics of the BikeMi bike sharing system is described; together with the dataset
considered in the study. Section 3 details the robust classiﬁcation method employed
in predicting possible future FULL/ EMPTY stations scenarios, with the analysis re-
sults presented in Section 4. The paper concludes with a list of proposals for future
research direction.
2 The BikeMi BSS
BikeMi was introduced in November 2008 as the ﬁrst privately managed Italian
bike sharing system [9]. Presently, the service encompasses 280 active stations for a
total of 4650 available bikes. The dataset considered in this manuscript reports the
stations status, in terms of available bikes and free slots, during the period January-
August 2015. Records were periodically collected by scraping the BikeMi website:
the full dataset is publicly available online [11]. The average weekday proﬁle usage
in terms of Normalized Available Bikes (number of bikes / total number of slots in
the station) is represented in Figure 1. From the plot two main distinct behaviors
are visible: stations that are almost full in the morning and get gradually empty, and
stations that follow a mirror pattern. Such a scheme is primarily driven by morning
and evening work commuters; it is therefore essential for the BSS success to be able
to efﬁciently cope with this daily bikes demand.
The aim of the present work is to develop a classiﬁer that will help in predict-
ing whether a demand loss might occur. Speciﬁcally, since lost demand arises as a
consequence of full or empty station, we build a method that predicts how likely
are such situations to happen given a set of available information. Time features,
past inventory features and meteorological variables are employed in building the
classiﬁcation rule. Given the noisy nature of the dataset at hand (i.e., stations and
slots are prone to malfunctions and breakage, undermining the quality of the scrap-
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Fig. 1 Average weekday Normalized Available Bikes (number of bikes / total number of slots in
the station) for the BikeMi stations in Milan central area.
ing) we propose to employ two robust model-based classiﬁers for determining the
future FULL, EMPTY or NOT PROBLEMATIC status of a particular station. The
employed methods are described in the next Section.
3 Robust model-based classiﬁers
Let {(x1, l1), . . . ,(xN , lN)} be a complete set of learning observations, where xn de-
notes a p-variate observation and ln its associated class label, such that lng = 1 if
observation n belongs to group g and 0 otherwise, g = 1, . . . ,G, n = 1, . . . ,N. In
the context of our analysis we set G = 3, to deﬁne the FULL, EMPTY or NOT
PROBLEMATIC status of a station in the future time-slot. Likewise, denote the set
of unlabelled observations by ym, m = 1, . . . ,M and their associated unknown la-
bels zmg, g = 1 . . .G and m = 1, . . .M. We construct a procedure for maximizing the
trimmed observed data log-likelihood:
trim(τ ,μ ,Σ |X,Y, l) =
N
∑
n=1
ζ (xn)
G
∑
g=1
lng log
[
τgφ(xn;μ g,Σ g)
]
+
+
M
∑
m=1
ϕ(ym) log
[
G
∑
g=1
τgφ(ym;μ g,Σ g)
] (1)
where τg is the prior probability of observing class g; φ(·;μ g,Σ g) is the multivariate
normal density with mean vector μ g and variance covariance matrix Σ g; ζ (·) and
ϕ(·) are 0-1 trimming indicator functions, that express whether observation xn and
ym are trimmed off or not. The labelled trimming level αl , s.t. ∑Nn=1 ζ (xn) = #N(1−
αl)$ and the unlabelled trimming level αu, s.t. ∑Mm=1 ϕ(ym) = #M(1−αu)$ account
for possible noisy observations and outliers in both sets.
The aforementioned speciﬁcation leads to two robust model-based classiﬁcation
approaches: if only the labelled observations are employed for estimating param-
eters (i.e., only the ﬁrst line of (1) is considered) we obtain a Robust Eigenvalue
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Fig. 2 Location of the BikeMi stations considered in the analysis. Dots size denotes the station total
number of slots, the color scaling indicates the standard deviation of normalized bikes availability
averaged per weekday.
Decomposition Discriminant Analysis (REDDA); whereas we retrieve a Robust Up-
dating Classiﬁcation Rule (RUPCLASS) if a semi-supervised approach is favoured.
These models are robust generalizations of the techniques developed in [1] and [2],
respectively.
Parameters estimation is carried out via a procedure similar to the FastMCD algo-
rithm [8] for the REDDA model, and via the EM algorithm [3] with an appropriate
Concentration Step [8] and eigenvalue-ratio restriction [5] enforced at each iteration
for RUPCLASS.
4 Classiﬁcation results
The methodologies described in the previous Section are employed for predicting
the station status one hour in the future, thus assessing the need of manual bikes
repositioning when FULL and EMPTY situations are forecast. The stations in the
analysis are a subset of the ones located in the central area of the city (Bastioni and
Centro Storico): a spatial representation is reported in Figure 2.
The considered time-frame is limited to the quarter April-June 2015, in which the
last eight days of June are kept out from the learning set and used for assessing the
prediction accuracy. The classiﬁcation results for the models described in Section 3
are reported in Table 1. The classiﬁcation rates is on average above 0.82 for both
REDDA and RUPCLASS, even if the supervised model seems to perform slightly
better overall. Particularly, this is more predominant for stations that present a higher
turnover, where the unlabelled set provides less useful information about separation
between groups [10].
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Table 1 Correct classiﬁcation rates for the BikeMi stations in Milan central area for the last eight
days of June 2015 (22-30) employing REDDA and RUPCLASS models.
Station ID Station Name REDDA RUPCLASS
1 Duomo 0.719 0.733
3 Cadorna 1 0.641 0.613
4 Lanza 0.793 0.797
5 Universita` Cattolica 0.843 0.770
20 Erculea 0.853 0.894
34 Cairoli 0.806 0.788
37 Italia - San Martino 0.931 0.945
43 Festa del Perdono 0.811 0.774
44 Richini 0.912 0.894
45 Cant 0.820 0.811
54 Sant’Eustorgio- P.ta Ticinese 0.853 0.811
60 Edison 0.839 0.816
63 Sant’Ambrogio 0.788 0.806
64 Diaz 0.816 0.811
84 Cadorna 2 0.806 0.848
94 Cadorna 3 0.673 0.668
13 Senato 0.728 0.843
14 San Barnaba H Mangiagalli 0.871 0.912
15 Cantore 0.912 0.912
16 Moscova 0.774 0.779
22 Medaglie D’Oro 1 0.779 0.857
23 Regina Margherita 0.922 0.935
25 Centrale 1 0.687 0.673
27 Porta Venezia 0.797 0.802
30 Crocetta 0.848 0.857
32 Manin - Bastioni 0.880 0.908
46 Porta Nuova 0.876 0.848
55 Cinque Giornate 0.871 0.899
58 Sant’Agostino 0.908 0.889
88 Beatrice d’Este - Cassolo 0.945 0.959
98 San Marco 0.945 0.908
99 Arco della Pace 1 - Bertani 0.903 0.894
103 Arco della Pace 2 - Pagano 0.899 0.889
181 Sempione - Melzi d Eril 0.917 0.922
The present work employs two robust model-based classiﬁers for detecting possi-
ble situations of future demand loss for the BikeMi BSS in Milan. The classiﬁcation
accuracy obtained for a subset of stations in the central area fosters the employment
of the described methods. Further research directions will consider the integration
of spatial information related to the inventory of the stations closest to the target,
and the employment of a cost function for over-penalizing the misclassiﬁcation of
FULL and EMPTY statuses as NOT PROBLEMATIC.
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